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E4S (EPFL, IMD, UNIL-HEC) and OriginAll call on brands to participate to world's first 

index on the efficiency of luxury industry’s traceability and security technologies. 

 
 

01-02-2022, Lausanne, Switzerland - The Enterprise for Society Center (E4S), the joint venture of the Univer-

sity of Lausanne with HEC Lausanne, IMD and EPFL has partnered with tech company OriginAll to collaborate 
on a report on the evolution of traceability and security technologies used by luxury industry players. The report 
is set to evolve into an index, the E4S OriginAll Luxury Index which will measure the efficiency and impact on 
brand’s perception and customer relations. 
 
The luxury industry has been impacted by the evolution of consumption behavior powered with technology. To-
day, advanced technology from artificial intelligence to the internet of things are used by luxury power houses to 
refine their marketing strategies and enhance their customer experience. Alongside these positive develop-

ments, the battle against counterfeiting practices continues. The luxury industry remains as exposed to this mal-
practice: 60 to 70% of traded fake goods are fake luxury merchandise.  
 
Additionally, to battle counterfeiting, luxury companies have grown more exposed to consumers’ demand for 
more transparency into products’ origins and manufacturing processes. To address both challenges, executives 
of luxury companies have doubled down efforts to mitigate risks of complexity along supply chains. The use of 
technology such as blockchain has spread to reassure consumers about products’ origins and quality as well as 
to attempt to hinder the trade of fake luxury goods. 
 

While tackling counterfeiting is an important business issue for luxury brands, it is also a sustainability concern. 
Indeed, production of fake goods often takes place in unregulated environments, which include workforce ex-
ploitation, child labor and polluting materials and machinery. Moreover responding to consumers concerns re-
quires transparency on all dimensions of sustainability. 
 
Luxury brands are therefore encouraged to join the initiative and collaborate with E4S and OriginAll by allowing 
researchers to take a deep dive into their traceability solutions and initiatives to ensure more transparency to 
consumers as well as their commitment to sustainability.  
 
“We are excited about our partnership with OriginAll, harnessing our academic expertise with their unparalleled 

knowledge of product security to produce a unique take on efforts undertaken by luxury brands. The luxury 
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world is in full transformation, and trust is more than ever relevant in a brand’s perception by consumers.” Felic-
itas Morhart, Professor of Marketing, Founder of the Swiss Center for Luxury Research (UNIL, HEC) 
 
“At OriginAll, we believe that every consumer should be empowered to know the origin of the products they 
purchase. We put out expertise to work to create solutions that aim to rebuild trust between consumers, brands 
and institutions. Joining forces with the academic expertise of E4S is a true privilege and we are convinced that 
our index will shed important light on the efforts undertaken by luxury brands to provide transparency to their 
stakeholders.” Margot Stuart, COO & co-founder of OriginAll. 

 

About E4S 
 
The Enterprise for Society Center (E4S) is a joint venture of the University of Lausanne through HEC Lausanne, 

IMD and EPFL, under the stewardship of its College of Management of Technology, with the mission of spear-
heading the transition towards a more resilient, sustainable, and inclusive economy. E4S is dedicated to train 
the next generation of leaders, inspire economic and social transformation, and activate change by strengthen-
ing start-ups and boosting innovation. 
 

About Originall 

 
Founded in Switzerland by product security and traceability experts, OriginAll, S.A., is a tech company providing 
solutions for companies and governments to fight counterfeiting and illicit trade by enabling the identification 
and verification of all traceable products. OriginAll develops aggregation platforms that allows users to verify the 
authenticity of a product, regardless of the solution adopted by a brand. OriginAll creates their interoperability to 
offer governments and consumers a single, transparent, self-financed source of product verification, product 
information and data correlation. 
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